Interpolation plays an important role in image processing, numerical computation, and engineering technology. Almost all interpolation computation is based on differences and inverse differences. This paper presents the recursive algorithm of modified bivariate blockbased Thiele-type blending interpolation to meet the nonexistence of partial inverse differences of blocks. Inspired by the basic thoughts of transformation in linear algebra, this paper studies the information matrix algorithm of bivariate block based Thiele-type blending rational interpolation. The algorithm is simple and easy to compute. Through research, the author presents the interpolation theorems and recursive algorithm and also comes up with the modified bivariate block-based Thiele-type blending rational interpolation, together with its information matrix algorithm, under the nonexistence of block-based partial inverse differences. Finally, a numerical example is introduced to show the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm.
Introduction
In recent years, many scholars have worked on theories and applications of the classic problem of interpolation [1] [2] . There are mainly two types of interpolations: polynomial interpolation and rational interpolation. In addition to numerical approximation [1] , the two interpolations are extensively adopted in circular construction [3] , image processing, and other aspects [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . Nowadays, more and more attention has been drawn to continued fractions-based rational interpolation method.
For instance, Dyn and Floater [7] et al. proposed a novel multivariate polynomial interpolation based on lower subsets. After dividing the points into blocks, Zhao constructed linear or rational representations of each block and assembled these blocks into a complete interpolation plan by Newton's method, the Lagrange method, and the Thiele method [1, 8] . Li established the general form of the block-based bivariate blending rational interpolation, which includes four different block-based interpolations, and also examined the modified Thiele-Werner blending rational interpolant [9] . One of the authors constructed several general interpolation formulas [10] [11] , such as the Newton polynomial, bivariate Thiele type continued fractions interpolation, block-based blending interpolation, and Thiele-Werner-type blending interpolation.
Our contribution here is to obtain an information matrix algorithm of block-based bivariate Thiele-type blending rational interpolation. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the recursive algorithm of bivariate block-based Thiele-type blending rational interpolation and gives the recursive algorithm of the modified bivariate block-based Thiele-type blending interpolation when meeting the nonexistence of the partial inverse differences of blocks; Section 3 discusses an information matrix algorithm of bivariate block-based Thiele-type blending rational interpolation and examines the information matrix algorithm of the interpolation under the nonexistence of block-based partial inverse differences; Section 4 verifies the effectiveness of the results through a numerical example; and Section 5 concludes that the proposed methods can be generalized to many other blending rational interpolation methods. 
Block-based Bivariate Thiele-Type Blending Interpolation
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Tan and Zhao constructed bivariate block-based Thiele-type blending interpolation using the algorithm below:
Step 1 Initialization: Let
Step 2 For 0,1, , , tv  
Step 3 For
Where , ( , ) 
To obtain a bivariate block-based Thiele-type rational blending interpolation on the whole set, it is necessary to find
Theorem 1 [2-3] If all the above interpolants ( , )
st I x y satisfying (5) and (8) exist, and
The construction process of , ( , ) mn T x y reveals that it is a singular case to find the block-based partial inverse difference
, pq ij f  indicating that it is impossible to construct a bivariate block-based Thiele-type rational blending interpolation.
This problem can be dealt with through three methods: (a) adjusting the node order [1] , (b) re-blocking [1, 8] , and (c) replacing the block-based partial inverse difference by block-based divided difference [1] . Owing to the heavy computing load in (a) and (b), the author decided to adopt (c).
Assuming that 
Thus, we can obtain the modified block-based bivariate Thiele-type rational interpolation: 
According to (20) and (21), the following equation holds for 0, , :
The latter half can be proven by Theorem 1 in a similar way. In the singular case, we can use a modified bivariate block-based Thiele-type rational blending interpolation and get a new block-based Thiele-type bivariate blending rational interpolation:
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Information Matrix Algorithm of Block-based Bivariate Thiele-Type Rational Interpolation
Aside from block-based divided differences, the bivariate Thiele-type rational blending interpolation can also be calculated by the following method of block information matrix. Algorithm 2 is easy to compute, as it is inspired by the basic thoughts on transformation in linear algebra.
Define the initial information matrix as below: 
The matrix 1 M can be reduced to a partitioned information matrix as follows: 
.
Step 2 Perform Thiele recursion along . 
The above recursion aims to convert the initial information matrix 2 M into matrix 3 M by row transformation. 
The above recursion aims to convert the initial information matrix 2 M into the partitioned matrix 4 M by column transformation. 
